YOUR APPROACH TO THE ZELUBA®

By car

Via the A 2 freeway, at the BS-Nord junction take the A 391 towards Kassel/Salzgitter/Braunschweig, at the BS-Ölper junction take the A 392 towards Hamburger Straße, exit at Hamburger Straße. At the exit turn right onto Hamburger Straße, then turn left onto the B4 and follow it. After the bus stop Beethovenstraße turn left into Beethovenstraße, at the end of the street turn right.

By bus and tram from main station

From Braunschweig main station take bus line 411 (direction Lamme, Lammer Busch) to Jasperallee, continue with bus line 443 (direction Querum, Duisburger Straße) to Beethovenstraße. Cross Hans-Sommer-Straße (B 248) and follow Beethovenstraße on foot. Alternatively: Bus line 436 (direction airport) to bus stop Am Bültten. Follow the street Am Bültten to Beethovenstraße; approx. 9 minutes on foot to ZELUBA®.